July 2019 Monthly Report
The July monthly report details the Rangers activities, encounters and think pieces surrounding this
winter month. The report begins with the usual monthly compliance statistics, followed by radio talk
with SFM, a short write up on recreational fishing on the South African coast, important information
surrounding the invasive alien plant, manatoka, some report back on chipper maintenance performed
and fixed-point photography monitoring completed. The winter CWAC on the Gourits river estuary
that the Rangers were involved in, is also detailed followed by our section on fauna and flora
encountered and a whale calf stranding. The report is then concluded with the Flower crab spider
which features as this month’s monthly species profile.

Large winter swells breaking off a deep reef just off Fransmanshoek.

‘The world’s finest wilderness lies beneath the waves.’ – Robert Wyland

Compliance Management
Marine Living Resources Act
During July, a total of 23 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked by
Taylor, Kei and Daniel. Of the 23 permits checked, 8 people (35%) failed to produce a valid permit and
were issued a verbal warning.

Environmental Education
Rangers on the radio
Early in the month of July, Daniel and Tylor were invited to join Cathy Mc Donald and Fred Orban on
SFM Radio to discuss locally relevant conservation issues. This is the second time this year the Rangers
have joined SFM. It is a great opportunity for the Conservancy to raise awareness and educate the
listeners on issues that they could have a positive impact on.
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After a quick introduction to the listeners the Rangers began talking about the implications of
recreational shark fishing, and a list of best practices whilst fighting a shark was also provided. The
Rangers then spoke about how nurseries are providing homes with alien invasive plants and that it is
your responsibility to know exactly what plant is going into your garden and whether or not you are
possibly establishing populations of alien invasive plants such as Lantana, or Manatoka. They finished
off with a light talk on the rare plant group, the ‘Haworthia’s” which South Africa hosts a large species
diversity but small and vulnerable populations. These little plants are threatened by illegal plant
collecting and poorly assessed housing developments which don’t take vulnerable vegetation into
consideration. Haworthia populations in general have more than halved in the last 20 years as a result.

Conservationist Musings on Recreational Fishing
Roughly 2200 fish species live in or migrate through the coastal waters of South Africa. At least 200 of
these fish species are targeted by recreational fishermen; these are people who fish for fun and
relaxation, rather than for survival. In South Africa we have about one million recreational fishermen if
not more.
The sport of recreational angling in South Africa is said to have started shortly after the arrival of
settlers in the 1820’s. Since then recreational angling in South Africa has expanded and today it
comprises of 4 distinct groups of anglers, namely; shore angling, boat-based angling, deep-sea
angling and the much smaller group, spearfisherman.
Shore angling is the largest and most popular form of recreational angling, and by far the most
accessible. Anglers fish directly from the shore, off beaches or in estuaries. Some of these shore
anglers belong to angling clubs and fish regularly along coastlines singularly, in groups or even
partake in competitions. Some of the most common shore angling fish species landed by fishermen in
the Western Cape include; Galjoen, Kob, Elf (Shad) and White Musselcracker.
Boat-based angling, as the word implies, takes place either from small boats in estuaries, or larger
boats that target reef fish or game fish, a few nautical miles offshore. The Western Cape’s largest
estuary, the Breede River, is a favoured fishing spot for light tackle recreational anglers, who target
fish species capable of withstanding the changes that occur within the estuaries; salinity and water
level changes. These may include; Kob, Grunter, and White Steenbras. Unfortunately, estuaries are
over exploited in most areas of South Africa.
Deep-sea angling consists of anglers who use larger motorised vessels, launching from either
harbours or directly from the beach. Deep-sea anglers target fish species such as; Snoek, Yellowtail,
and Tuna.
Spearfishing is another form of recreational angling, it is however, the smallest sector of recreational
fishing in South Africa. Spearfishing is an extremely physically demanding method of fishing, and it is
a form of diving for fish and requires one to hold one’s breath and stay submerged under water for
extended periods of time. Spearfishing, when done right, can be practised all along the South African
coastline, from the temperate waters of the Western Cape to the tropical warmer waters of KwaZuluNatal. Even though this practice is a much smaller one, spearfisherman tend to target the largest prize
fish, which has implications for the survival of good genetics associated with older breeding
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individuals in the long to mature species. Typically, spearfisherman target the largest reef species
(Musselcrackers, rockcods etc.) and game fish, such as yellowtail and Garrick.
Are catches getting smaller?
When engaging in conversation with anglers, they will tell you that the fish they catch are typically
small, too small to take home, hard to catch and that there are fewer than in the past. Recent scientific
studies have supporting evidence on the debate of whether the abundance of fish commonly caught
by shore anglers is declining. One of these studies is the Roving Creel Survey, which the Conservancy
runs one of its own programs. The decline in fish abundance is in association with a reduction in the
average size of the fish landed by anglers. Areas which are subjected to heavy fishing pressure are
more likely to have smaller fish as well as less. Fish species like Kob and Musselcracker, which are
long-lived species, now have a smaller chance of living to their maximum age, and this is evidence of
over-exploitation.
In 2001 there were approximately 750 000 recreational fishermen in South Africa and was estimated
that this amount would increase at a rate of 6% every year. This means that every 11 years the number
of recreational anglers in South Africa would double, which means by 2012 the number of recreational
fishermen would have been 1 500 000. According to DAFF’s (Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries) fisheries department, the annual amount of fish landed by recreational fishermen rounds up
to roughly 17 000 tons of high-value species per year. These statistics are quite alarming when one
realises that the amount of fish and the number of anglers is causing our once abundant resource to a
state of collapse.
Some fishing regulations you may want to look at.
The department of fisheries have created an ‘easy to use’ brochure that provide guidelines and
regulations, which control the number of fish harvested, when fishing recreationally. Some of these
regulations are;
•

Anglers are legally obligated to annually buy a fishing permit.

•

Each fish species has its own minimum size and maximum bag limit.

•

Some species like Galjoen and Shad are protected by seasonal closures.

•

Marine protected areas prevent any method of fishing within a certain area.

•

Recreational fishermen are banned from selling their catches; therefore, a commercial permit
is needed.

Look at the table below for more information on the bag and size limits of the various fish species
commonly fished for in South Africa. Anglers who are serious about their fishing future keep to these
regulations and assist authorities who are charged with enforcing them.
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Alien Invasive Plant Alert - Manatoka
Description
Manatoka, Myoporum tenuifolium subs. montanum, is a semi-succulent, evergreen tree which can
reach heights of between 2-6m. The leaves are rather fleshy, and dull green in colour with a tapering
shape and smooth margins up to 100mm long. The flowers are small, white, occasionally purplespotted and bell shaped. They are 5-8 mm long and occur is small clusters, and flower mainly between
July and October. After they flower, they produce small purple seeds which are favoured by birds. The
plant originated in Australia and is an easy to grow shrub or small tree, which is tolerant to salt-laden
winds but can be sensitive to extended drought conditions. It was brought in as a wind break and
hedging plant and has become a “Signature” alien plant along established coastal gardens.

Manatoka leaves and flowers.

A close up of the manatoka flowers and newly forming seeds.

Conservation challenges
The Manatoka is listed as a Category 3 invasive plant under the National Environmental Management
Act. As with many plants listed as category 3, all the parts of the plant are toxic. Category 3 plants
must be controlled and cannot be planted, propagated and traded. Furthermore, the law states that
any of the species that were in existence before 30 March 2001 can be left but any new plantings or
forms of trade may not take place. Here at home in the Conservancy however, the damage has already
been done with runaway populations that have invaded into many of the areas on the Fransmanshoek
peninsula, due to seed spread from the nearby Vleesbaai gardens. The seeds become dispersed by
birds and can be spread great distances because of it.
Many areas within the Conservancy which had once been cleared of Rooikrans, Acacia cyclops, are
now dominated by Manatoka (see image below) in what is referred to as a secondary invasion. When
a Rooikrans stand is still present, they provided ideal perches for birds who sit on the branches and
then deposit he manatoka seeds they had just eaten from a tree from a resident’s garden in the
nearby area. Once the canopy had been removed with the clearing of Rooikrans, through the
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Conservancy’s alien plant management program, the sun is then able to penetrate the underlying
seedbank and activates many manatoka seeds and the seedlings then emerge in great numbers. The
problem with the manatoka invasion is that is far more difficult to management from an economic
point of view. Manatoka has far less value than rooikrans as it is not good firewood and has no
browsing potential as the leaves contain toxic chemicals in them. Therefore, unless there is specific
funding for projects to remove them, they provide no economically sustainable/beneficial means to
remove them as opposed to Rooikrans where local woodcutters make a living from selling its highly
prized braai wood.
One of the biggest issues the Conservancy faces is that there are still many manatoka trees in the
residential areas, and although these areas are no longer considered ‘indigenous environments’ with
low conservation potential, the trees still produce seeds which become spread throughout the more
remote indigenous and pristine areas that are more costly to manage. These residential areas continue
to be a source of the seed rain which knows no boundaries.
An important consideration; The National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act [no. 10 of
2004] states in Section 73 (2)(b) that, “a person who is the owner of the land of which a listed invasive
species is must take steps to control and eradicate the listed invasive species to prevent it from
spreading” therefore it is every landowners duty, regardless of how small the land, to manage and
care for their properties in an environmentally friendly manner.

A previously cleared area of rooikrans now becoming invaded by Manatoka (circled in red).
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Removal methods
Manatoka shoots from the base, and therefore cutting the main stem isn’t very effective. The tree
would either need to be felled and then have cut stump herbicide applied to it, or to avoid using
herbicide, the plant would have to be cut below ground level. Seedlings are simpler to remove, and at
sizes under 1m they can be pulled out by hand with ease. Help conserve the natural heritage of your
Conservancy by considering replacing all manatoka trees with an indigenous equivalent, such as
Milkwoods, Sideroxylon inerme, Candlewoods, Pterocelastrus tricuspidatus, wild camphor tree,
Tarchonanthus camphoratus, and karoo boer-bean, Schotia afra. The Rangers have a great knowledge
of the natural veld types found within the Conservancy, and what collection of plants are found in
each veld type. So, don’t hesitate to contact the Rangers to get some sound indigenous advice.

Chipper Maintenance
The Conservancy chipper has continued to slog on this month dealing with all the Rooikrans
management blocks and woodcutting operations happening around the Conservancy. The Rangers
also make sure the chipper is in good working condition and service the machine themselves. This
month the chipper needed to have its blades changed and so the Rangers made sure the machine was
cleaned, and the blades changed with extra care being placed on tightening the bolts correctly using a
torque wrench. The chipper has really been a great asset since acquiring it through GRCCT funding
back in 2014, where it has made the seemingly never-ending sea of dried waste branches become a
manageable problem through reducing most of the biomass of waste branches produced by current
alien clearing operations.

Kei cleaning the chipper drum ahead of setting the sharpened blades.
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Fixed-Point Photography – Rooikrans Management Blocks
The Rangers continued with the Conservancy’s annual fixed-point photo monitoring this month, this
time capturing some sites that focus on former alien clearing management blocks. On the 11 th, Kei
and Daniel headed out to finish all the fixed-point photography monitoring sites across the
Fransmanshoek area that consists of a combination of pristine and mixed invaded Grootbrak dune
Strandveld vegetation and once open sand dune that had become fully invaded over the years. The
method of using fixed point photography helps to assess the re-emergence of vegetation and
whether it is predominantly indigenous or alien. This helps to inform management decisions around
the methods used during clearing operations and forms a better understanding of how the landscape
recovers after alien plants have been removed.

Daniel taking a ‘fixed’ photograph of a site on Fransmanshoek.

This is particularly interesting regarding Rooikrans, which is an acacia species, many of which are
known to fix nitrogen in the ground. This essentially means the Rooikrans trees are enriching the
formerly nutrient poor sand dunes with micro elements and higher loads of leaf litter, altering a
natural landscape and its ecology. When we think of enriching the soil, we think it is a positive
outcome. On the contrary, the sand dune systems have their own ecology, natural functions and
ecosystem services which have now become threatened through introducing alien plants that stabilise
them and allow a once dynamic mobile dune field to become vegetated and stabilised. The
Conservancy could boast that it hosts a mobile dune bypass system if all the aliens were removed and
the function allowed to return to past conditions. Historically, the peninsula’s found on the windward
side of most of the half heart-shaped bays of the south cape coast, had these bypass dune systems
which cut across the peninsulas moving windblown sand from bay to bay. This was a unique feature of
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the south cape coast which has almost altogether been lost due to introducing alien plants to stabilise
them.
Below are a series of photos from just one site that show a 6-year vegetation change over time with
indigenous pioneer species stabilising the site. What can also be observed is the effect of the last four
years of sub-par rainfall on the surrounding large milkwoods (the leafy cover is desiccated and there is
a clear sign of leaf loss).

2013 – recently cleared of Rooikrans
.

2019 – Notice the establishment of indigenous pioneer Searsia species
in the alien plant management block.

Gouritz River CWAC
The Rangers were invited by CapeNature Riversdale to assist with the winter CWAC (co-ordinated
Waterbird count) on the Gouritz River estuary on the 17th of July. This CWAC count was successfully
completed on a very cold but sunny day. The three Rangers met up with Michael Hanson and Sibusiso
of Cape Nature at the slipway close to the Gouritz river mouth at 08:00 in the morning. On arrival
Michael first introduced himself and his colleague and then informed the group as to what the CWAC
count is all about and how it works.

Taylor, Apogee, and the CapeNature crew, Michael and Sibusiso scouting for birds.

The Rangers assisted the CapeNature crew with safely launching the boat at the slipway before the
CWAC count could start. The Rangers had their binoculars and bird books ready to help spot all the
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birds on the riverbanks, in the water and as well as the birds in the air. All the birds that were sighted
were recorded by Daniel Ferreira assuming the role of scribe, while Taylor Fiford and Apogee Fowler
acted as spotters. The section covered was from the Gouritz river mouth and ended near the Gouritz
river bridge. Some of the highlights on the day were spotting a martial eagle, Polemaetus bellicosus,
and African harrier-hawk, Polyboroides typus. Back at the slipway the Rangers assisted with getting the
boat back on the trailer. As always, the Conservancy Rangers thoroughly enjoyed the outing with Cape
Nature and extend their appreciation to Cape Nature for the excursion.
The table below illustrates the results of the Gouritz winter CWAC.
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Fauna & Flora
In this section we provide some picture highlights of plants and animals seen in the Conservancy this
month with some short interesting facts.

Muraltia spinosa, or Tortoise berry, part of the Polygalaceae family. A branched, stiffly erect, rounded shrub, with
arching, spine-tipped stems covered in small, narrow deciduous leaves and sweet pea-like flowers (purple, pink and
white). Chewing on small amounts of fermented leaves can help with sleeplessness. A tea (infusion) brewed from stems
and leaves is used to assist with abdominal pain and tuberculosis and is taken as a general tonic or bitter digestive. It is
a remedy for treating colds, flu and bronchitis when brewed with Lebeckia multiflora. The Tswana people use the root
in a preparation for the treatment of malaria. The fruits are edible, rich in Vitamin C and are quite thirst-quenching.
Listed as least concern on the IUCN Redlist.

The Greater argonaut, Argonauta argo, also known as the paper nautilus, is a type of octopus. Females make a
parchment-like shell to carry incubating eggs and control where they swim in the water column. They are occasionally
involved in mass strandings along the South African and southern Australian coastlines. The strandings are seasonal
and generally occur between April and August, towards the end of the animals' spawning season. Listed as least
concern on the IUCN Redlist.
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Cymbula miniata, pink-rayed limpet, is a species of sea snails, a true limpet part of the family Patellidae. The pink
rayed limpet feeds exclusively on encrusting coralline algae. This limpet is abundant in the intertidal zone.

The Spotted Harlequin Snake, Homoroselaps lacteus. The Spotted Harlequin Snake is quite common in some areas and
is found in deserted termite mounds, under rocks and building debris. When exposed it will wriggle violently to escape.
It feeds on legless skinks, blind snakes, other snakes and small lizards. Little is known of the venom of this snake and it
is believed to be mildly cytotoxic, causing mild pain and swelling. Antivenom is not required, nor effective and bites
must be treated symptomatically. Listed as least concern on the IUCN Redlist.

Humpback Whale Calf Stranding
On the 21st, the Rangers received a callout in the morning about a humpback whale calf that had
beached on the coast near Cape Vacca private nature reserve. Daniel and Taylor went out to
investigate and came across the Humpback Whale calf washed out over the rocks at the reserve.
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Luckily members of SMART and Oceans Research had already arrived and placed wet blankets and
towels over the body to keep the body moist and thereby comfort and relieve as much stress off the
calf as possible. Unfortunately, due to the location of the calf, the injuries sustained and being of a
very young age, re-floating the calf was not an option and the whale calf had to be euthanised by the
SAPS in a professional quick and painless manner. The cause of death is still unknown and could be a
case of a new born being lost from the mother.

A sad ending for the Humpback whale calf.

Meetings
Conservation at Work Eden Mini Symposium
On the 27th of July the Conservancy Rangers travelled to the George botanical Gardens to attend a
symposium on Safeguarding bee/pollinator health in South Africa within the context of the global bee
crises. There were many highly informative presentations given such as that of; Cape Honey Bee
conservation by Jenny Cullinan of Ujubee Conservation, The relationship/connectedness between
flowering plants, pollinators and humans by botanist and anthropologist, Dr Yvette van Wijk, bee and
pollinator friendly agriculture; food production and gardening and the importance of providing
diversity, by Liz Eglington; the vision for the Garden Route Botanical Society of South Africa, by Jo-Ann
King; Discovering the world of solitary bees and their importance, by Jenny Cullinan and the threats to
pollinators globally and what is happening in South Africa by Jenny Cullinan and Liz Eglington. The
symposium really manages to deliver the message of the importance of bees as pollinators and the
importance of having healthy untouched natural bee populations. The Rangers would like to thank
Conservation at Work for the sponsored tickets and for an educational and fun filled day.
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Monthly Species Profile
Common name : Flower crab spider
Scientific name :Thomisus kalaharins
Family
: Thomisidae

: Arthropoda

Phylum

Description:
The small flower dwelling spider is a
common resident in gardens. The
spiders are very small in size often
under a centimetre in length. They
are considered the masters of
camouflage and can be very difficult to find. They come in a variety of colours often matching the
flower they live in. The more common variations are bright pink, yellow and white. Sometimes crab
spiders are mix of different colours. The spider does not pose any threat to humans.
Habitat:
The tiny spider is found throughout Southern Africa; it spends much of its life living on medium to
large sized flowers. They occur in almost all environments, but they do require the presence of
angiosperms (flowering plants)
Ecology:
The flower crab spider is an ambush predator. They lay patiently waiting not moving at all in hopes of
something coming to visit their flower. They feed on small pollinators, insects which frequent flowers
in search of pollen or nectar. Their prey can include honeybees, solitary bees, butterflies, ants and
other small insects. Another reason for their intense camouflage is to avoid predators such as birds.
Conservation status: Least Concern
The flower crab spider is not under major treats currently. Urban expansion and sprawl could impact
overall population size
Interesting facts:
• The crab spider can change colour and its gender! The Crab spider has the ability to change
its colour although this is not instantaneous like chameleon but can take up to weeks. They
also can change sex and the reason for this is unknown.
• Flower crab spiders choose the flower with the strongest scent
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